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ABSTRACT

Depending on their structure and order (individual, films, bundled, buckypa-

pers, etc.), carbon nanotubes (CNTs) demonstrate different values of thermal

conductivity, from the level of thermal insulation with the thermal conductivity

of 0.1 W/mK to such high values as 6600 W/mK. This review article concen-

trates on analyzing the articles on thermal conductivity of CNT networks. It

describes various measurement methods, such as the 3-x method, bolometric,

steady-state method and their variations, hot-disk method, laser flash analysis,

thermoreflectance method and Raman spectroscopy, and summarizes the

results obtained using those techniques. The article provides the main factors

affecting the value of thermal conductivity, such as CNT density, number of

defects in their structure, CNT ordering within arrays, direction of measurement

in relation to their length, temperature of measurement and type of CNTs. The

practical methods of using CNT networks and the potential directions of future

research in that scope were also described.

List of symbols

A Cross-sectional area

AGF Atomistic Green’s Function

CNT Carbon nanotube

Cp Specific heat

CVD Chemical vapor deposition

D Diameter

DWCNT Double-walled carbon nanotube

f Modulation frequency

I Current

k Thermal conductivity

L Length

LFA Laser flash analysis

MD Molecular dynamic (simulation)

MWCNT Multiwalled carbon nanotubes

nd No data

PSTTR Phase-sensitive transient thermos-

reflectance

PTC Parallel thermal conductance

PyC Pyrolytic carbon

q Density (g/cm3)

R Resistance

ra- Randomly aligned

S Seebeck coefficient

SPS Spark plasma sintering

SWCNT Single-walled carbon nanotube
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t Thickness

T/DT Temperature/temperature gradient

Tm Temperature of measurement

TE Thermoelectric

TIM Thermal interfacial materials

U Voltage

va- Vertically aligned

w Width

ZT Figure of merit

a Thermal diffusivity

r Electrical conductivity

l Thermal penetration depth

Introduction

We are facing quick technological developments, but

also destruction of the natural environment, resulting

from growing pollution and greenhouse effect. The

sudden increase in energy use leads to growing

consumption of non-renewable energy sources [1].

That is why scientists have been searching for new

solutions for obtaining energy from alternative

sources, such as solar [2] or wind sources [3], while

reducing energy losses. In parallel, they have been

developing the strategies to increase the overall effi-

ciency of many processes by recovering waste heat

using thermoelectric (TE) materials [4]. It is more and

more obvious that for many real-life case processes

proper thermal management is essential. As a con-

sequence, a range of thermal interface materials

(TIMs) [5] have been developed. Unfortunately,

many of them are either expensive, toxic or have poor

mechanical properties. Another disadvantage is that

their thermal properties are not tunable, so one is

restricted to use of certain materials for selected

applications.

It seems impossible to find one material, which

could solve this problem, but such material exists:

carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Depending on their

structure, form and method of synthesis, their ther-

mal conductivity varies significantly, from 6600 W/

mW [6] for individual SWCNTs up to the values that

indicate they may even be thermal insulators for

MWCNT bundled systems, for which thermal con-

ductivity value is below 0.1 W/mK [7, 8]. They have

excellent mechanical properties and can be produced

from renewable sources. In this study, we have

compared the state of the art regarding thermal

conductivity of CNT networks. We prepared a gen-

eral overview of their performance and indicated the

factors that determine the value of thermal conduc-

tivity. Key part of this review is a guideline how to

measure the thermal conductivity of these materials.

We concluded this review article with presentation of

the most promising thermal applications of these

carbon nanostructures.

Thermal properties of CNTs

Shortly after CNTs were observed by Iijima [9], cal-

culations revealed that these tiny tubules made of

carbon atoms have remarkable thermal properties.

Reports on thermal conductivity values on the order

of 103 W/mK [10, 11] directed the attention of the

scientific community to verify these predictions

empirically. Once the anticipations were proven on

the individual CNTs [12, 13], the immediate goal was

to find a way to implement these wonder materials in

the real-life applications. However, at this point, we

experienced an unexpected twist. Ensembles of CNTs

such as fibers or films turned out to be not as ther-

mally conductive as expected or even insulating.

There is no simple underlying reason for this phe-

nomenon, but instead the problem is

multidimensional.

Transport of thermal energy through a CNT is

often considered to be dominated by the phonon

conduction mechanism [13, 14]. Although some

CNTs have metallic character and one could expect

them to conduct thermal energy via electrons [15], the

transport is still predominantly based on collective

vibration of atoms [16, 17]. There are two main

principles how the otherwise highly effective trans-

port can be hindered. Firstly, despite using even the

most precise reaction control systems, the CNTs are

always born with defects. Topological defects such as

those of Stone–Wales type or simple vacancies cause

scattering, which decreases the mean free path of

phonons. Secondly, CNTs always contain some form

of extraneous contamination (other forms of carbon,

residual catalyst, etc.), which must be removed not to

interfere with thermal energy transport at high per-

formance. Unfortunately, often removal of such

unwanted species affects the structure of CNTs.

Although globally the material is improved, local

thermal resistance areas are introduced. It is also
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important to consider whether the CNTs are bundled

or not as CNT–CNT coupling decreases thermal

conductivity by an order of magnitude as related to

isolated CNTs [18]. Although covalent cross-linking

between individual CNTs has been considered as a

possible solution to alleviate the problem of phonon

propagation, one has to keep in mind that disrupting

the network of sp2 carbon atoms could introduce

more scattering into the system. The length of indi-

vidual CNTs also plays a role [19] and generally

thermal conductivity increases with length up to the

mean free path of phonons, which is about 500 nm

for MWCNTs and longer for SWCNTs [20]. Further-

more, ensembles of CNTs are commonly composed

of CNTs of different chiralities, each of which has a

different band structure. As a consequence, we may

expect that this relation would significantly affect the

electronic contribution to the thermal conductivity

[21]. Although as mentioned above the phonon-me-

diated thermal conductivity is predominant, such

phenomenon can have an influence on the resulting

performance as well. Polydispersity in terms of chiral

angle also has a negative impact on the overall ther-

mal conductivity of a CNT network as it increases the

Kapitza resistance. (Two dissimilar CNTs can have

different phonon spectra.)

It is evident that a system in which conduction of

thermal energy is based on a plethora of intertwined

CNTs is much more complex. Although it can be

considered as troublesome that a wide range of

parameters has to be optimized to reach a certain

level of thermal conductivity, the situation can also

work to our advantage. These parameters make CNT

networks very tunable, and one could in theory tailor

the same material to be either thermally insulating or

conducting as required by specific application.

Thermal conductivity molecular dynamic
simulation

The first literature reports from the beginning of the

present century concerning thermal conductivity of

CNTs were based on molecular dynamics simulation

(MD simulation), which used the Tersoff–Brenner

potential for C–C. This method was chosen from

between the two known methods of predicting ther-

mal transport properties of materials. In one of the

methods, based on the Boltzmann equation, it is

necessary to know the parameters obtained during

measurements. However, thermal conduction mea-

surements are still difficult, because it is technologi-

cally difficult to obtain well-ordered CNTs of high

quality. As for the other method, MD simulation, it is

only necessary to know the interatomic interaction

for the system, because atom movements are com-

pletely regulated by the interatomic interactions

described using quantum mechanics. That is why the

first simulations by Berber and Osman were based on

the Tersoff–Brenner potential and not on the Boltz-

mann equation.

Berber [6] conducted molecular dynamics simula-

tions using the Tersoff potential to calculate the

thermal conductivity of isolated (10,10) CNTs and

obtained an unusually high value k = 6600 W/mK at

room temperature. This result is comparable to the

thermal conductivity of a hypothetical isolated gra-

phene monolayer.

Osman et al. [22] focused on the relationship

between the thermal conductivity and physical

parameters of CNT. They calculated the thermal

conductivity of several SWCNTs with different

structure parameters for the range of temperatures of

100–500 K. In their works, they considered various

CNTs of armchair (5,5), (8,8), (10,10), (12,12), (15,15)

and zigzag structure (10,0) of the length between 151

and 221 Å, with the number of atoms ranging from

1800 to 5400. The aspect ratio between the length and

diameter chosen in all the simulations was between

10 and 20. The publications examined a single nan-

otube and a single graphene layer which contained

the same number of atoms. It was reported that the

main feature of the course of thermal conductivity

change in the function of temperature for SWCNT

(10,10) is similar to the course for monolayer of gra-

phene and increases up to 400 K and then decreases.

Furthermore, the authors informed that the thermal

conductivity of SWCNT depends on the diameter of

carbon nanotubes, and with their increase, the peak

values of thermal conductivity appear at higher

temperatures: For SWCNT (5,5), (10,10) and (15,15) it

is 300, 400 and 450 K, respectively. For CNTs with

different chiralities but similar diameter, the maxi-

mum peaks of thermal conductivity are in the same

temperature range (300 K), but the course of the

curve is different—in the case of armchair CNTs it is

sharper in comparison with zigzag CNTs. They

explained it by different stiffness of r bonds which

results from the particular chiral structure of CNTs.
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The theoretical considerations based on molecular

dynamic simulation showed that the value of thermal

conductivity for individual CNTs is nearing the value

of a graphene monolayer. Additionally, it was found

that temperature affects thermal conductivity, and up

to a certain value, thermal conductivity increases to

achieve the maximum and then decreases.

Che [23] concentrated on the theoretical consider-

ations about the influence of vacancy or defect con-

centration on thermal conductivity of CNTs. The

theoretical value of ideal SWCNTs measured along

the tube axis is approximately 2980 W/mK. The

simulation for SWCNTs with different concentrations

of defects or vacancies showed that thermal con-

ductivity decreased with increasing concentration of

defects or vacancies as expected. Additionally, Che

found that thermal conductivity changes when a

CNT is not an individual CNT, but bundled together

in close packing condition. The thermal conductivity

along the axis is 950 W/mK, but in the perpendicular

direction it is only 5.6 W/mK.

The other MD simulation for CNT bundle was

conducted by Evans et al. [24]. They considered two

types of bundle systems of CNT (10,10)—parallel and

crossbar arrays under different pressures, the struc-

ture of the crossbar and parallel system (Fig. 1a, b,

respectively). The conductivity for the crossbar array

is 0.028 W/mK at atmospheric pressure and increa-

ses up to 0.05 W/mK for the sample under 1 GPa.

For the parallel array, under atmospheric, the calcu-

lated value of thermal conductivity is 0.55 W/mK,

which is an order of magnitude higher than for the

crossbar array. This results from the much greater

contact area and better order of the bundle structure.

In that case, pressure has much less effect on thermal

properties. The authors concluded that pressure has

two types of effect on junction conductance. First, the

van der Waals bonding stiffness between the tubes is

increased by the pressure. Second, the tubes are

deformed by the pressure. In 90� junctions, this leads
to a significant increase in the contact area, while in

parallel junctions it makes the shapes of the tubes

oval, which limits the contact area. That is probably

why the pressure effect on the conductance of par-

allel junctions is poorer.

MD simulation was used in multiple publications

[14, 23–27]. It was mainly used for deliberations of the

impact of physical parameters of nanotubes (such as

diameter, length, chirality, density and presence of

vacancies) on the value of thermal conductivity.

What is more, it was applied to calculate the k values

for less obvious systems, such as SWCNT/DWCNT

linked with polyethylene [27]. However, most of

those works include speculations on single nan-

otubes, while only a few consider bundles [23, 24, 26].

This results from the fact that MD simulation is

perfect for solving problems in the systems, in which

anharmonicities are usually included in the inter-

atomic potentials at high temperatures. For the arrays

where harmonic scattering is dominant, resulting

from interfaces contact or defects, thermal transport

in materials is better described by Atomistic Green’s

Function (AGF).

Mathematical simulation for carbon nanotube pel-

lets using AGF was used for the first time by Cha-

lopin and Mingo et al. [26, 28]. In their study, they

determined the values of thermal conductivity for the

CNT pellets, in which the nanotubes of finite

dimensions are in a randomly arranged network and

cross each other at different points of their whole

length. The important aspect of the calculations was

assumption of three values: l—nanotube length, d—

nanotube diameter and D—average distance between

cross junctions in a nanotube network, which served

to determine the junction density (1/D3). In their

calculations, they also assumed the heat flow con-

sistent with the model presented in Fig. 2. The results

of mathematical simulations may be described using

the following formula:

k ¼ r
0:18l

2pdqgraphene
qcnt film ð1Þ

Figure 1 Structures of crossbar (a) and parallel bundle (b).

Reprinted from Evans et al. [24], with the permission of AIP

Publishing.
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where r is a CNT–CNT contact conductance, qCNT film

is a density of CNT mat, d is diameter of CNT and l is

length of CNT.

The conducted AGF simulation demonstrated that

the thermal conductivity of nanotube pellets depends

on mass density, chirality and diameter of the indi-

vidual CNTs making up the pellets. The resulting

thermal conductivity properties, depending on the

selected physical parameters of CNTs and tempera-

ture in most cases, did not exceed 5 W/mK. The

values are presented in Table 1.

Volkov et al. [29, 30] conducted a mesoscopic

simulation based on a model of random thermal

contacts between soft-core spherocylinders for con-

tinuous systems composed of CNTs (10,10) of the

density of 0.2 g/cm3 in the length function CNT (LT).

The theoretical analysis of thermal properties of the

material made up of CNTs demonstrated that ther-

mal properties mainly depend on intertube thermal

contact resistance. In their research, they examined a

3D network and a 2D film. The network consisted of

disordered nanofibers (made of CNT bundles), and

the simulations were conducted both in the in-plane

and out-plane directions (Fig. 3 red and blue lines,

respectively). The film consisted of randomly ori-

ented layers of CNTs. In summary, the theoretical

analysis of nanofibrous materials with thermal

transport properties governed by interfiber contact

resistance suggests a strong quadratic dependence on

the length of the nanofibers for the thermal

conductivity of isotropic 3D systems of randomly

dispersed straight nanofibers and in-plane conduc-

tivity of quasi-2D films composed of disordered lay-

ers of nanofibers. In-plane 3D CNT networks

demonstrate much better thermal conductivity

properties than films, which is caused by efficient

heat transfer along the bundles.

Instrumental method of thermal properties
measurements

Examination of the thermal properties of materials,

including thermal conductivity, has always been

challenging due to the number of parameters that

need to be taken into account in the tests. These

include heat losses, not to be taken into consideration

so that we may determine correctly the heat flux

through the sample.

Measurements of thermal conductivity could be

conducted by different techniques. Some of them are

more popular, such as 3-x technique, comparative

method, steady heat method or self-heating method,

but some scientists create their own sets of tests.

Below, we have presented some of these methods

and described them in short, focusing on the most

important elements and differences.

Thermal conductivity measurement methods can

be classified depending on the heating procedure.

The methods where the sample has direct contact

with the heater are called contact-heating method. On

Figure 2 Model of heat flow

in CNT junction. Reprinted

from Chalopin et al. [28], with

the permission of AIP

Publishing.
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the other hand, the techniques where the sample was

heated using radiation are called non-contact-heating

method. The first group includes, among others, 3-x,
bolometer and steady-state methods. Non-contact

methods include, among others, laser flash analysis

(LFA), thermoreflectance method and Raman

spectroscopy.

Contact methods

Third-harmonic method

The third-harmonic method (3-x method) is com-

monly used in measurement of thermal properties of

bulk materials and films [31–39], in which the sample

is heated using alternating current with x frequency.

A temperature variation with 2 x frequency was

induced in the sample while heating, and a drop in

voltage with 3 x frequency was recorded across the

heater.

Figure 4 shows the schematic of the measurement

setup (a) and electronic circuit of the experimental

setup (b). The experimental setup is equipped with a

lock-in integrated circuit in a chamber, which isolated

the sample from room conditions, and connected to

an electric circuit. A very important element of the

measurement setup, the diagram of which is pre-

sented in Fig. 4, is a metal bridge. It is both a heater

and a thermometer. A precisely controlled source of

Table 1 Thermal conductivity calculated by mathematical simulation

Type of mathematic simulation Type of CNT K (w/mK) References

MD with Tersoff potential Isolated CNT (10,10) 6600 [6]

MD with Tersoff–Brenner potential CNT (10,10) at 100 K 950 [22]

CNT (10,10) at 200 K 1050

CNT (10,10) at 300 K 1500

CNT (10,10) at 400 K 2800

CNT (5,5) at 300 K 2200

CNT (15,5) at 300 K 1500

CNT (10,0) at 300 K 2200

MD with Brenner potential CNT (10,10) with 400 atoms 2390 [23]

CNT (10,10) with 800 atoms 2450

CNT (10,10) with 1600 atoms 3050

CNT (10,10) with 3200 atoms 2980

CNT (10,10) with 6400 atoms 2900

CNT (10,10) 200 Å with 0.002 vacancy concentration 1300

CNT (10,10) 200 Å with 0.005 vacancy concentration 700

CNT (10,10) 200 Å with 0.01 vacancy concentration 450

CNT (10,10) 200 Å with 0.00075 defect concentration 2980

CNT (10,10) 200 Å with 0.00125 defect concentration 2100

CNT (10,10) 200 Å with 0.0025 defect concentration 1250

CNT (10,10) bundles along tube 950

CNT (10,10) bundles across tube 5.6

Non-equilibrium MD CNT(10,10) crossed bundles 0.028 [24]

CNT(10,10) parallel bundles 0.55

AGF CNT(8,8) film d = 1.1 g/cm3 3.5 [28]

CNT(7,7) film d = 1.2 g/cm3 4.4

CNT(6,6) film d = 1.5 g/cm3 3.4

CNT(5,5) film d = 1.75 g/cm3 2.8

CNT(9,0) film d = 1.65 g/cm3 3.3

CNT(8,0) film d = 1.85 g/cm3 3.0

CNT(7,0) film d = 2.15 g/cm3 3.1

CNT(5,0) film d = 3.0 g/cm3 4.5

CNT(10,0) film d = 1.5 g/cm3 4.7
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AC is used during the experiment to prevent over-

voltage which could damage the CNT sample.

The bridge is usually a metal wire made of gold

[31] or platinum [32]. By applying voltage, the bridge

generates heat and causes temperature differences in

2-x oscillation. The created temperature oscillations

are very closely connected to the thermal properties

of the sample. Additionally, it should be noted that

the electrical resistance of the metal bridge is pro-

portional to its temperature, and therefore, that

resistance is also modulated in 2-x frequency. Using

an integrated amplifier for removing the noise, the

setup measures the drop in the voltage of the fre-

quency of 3x. The value of thermal conductivity

results from the following Formula 2.

k ¼ 4I3RR0L

p4U3xA
ð2Þ

where R is the specimen resistance between the

potential electrode, R—temperature gradient of the

resistance at the given temperature, L—distance

between potential electrodes, A—cross-sectional area

of sample, I—current of AC, and U3x—third-har-

monic voltage signal.

In that method, it is necessary to properly fabricate

the test devices. A layer of CNT is placed on a sub-

strate limiting heat losses, usually silicon wafer. Next

under the pressure the CNT layer is pressed into the

sensor. The sensor is a multilayer set, based on glass

[33] or polymer [31], on which a metal bridge covered

with an insulation layer is fixed to insulate the electric

conductive bridge from the CNT sample. Figure 5

presents a schematic of the manner of preparing the

sample [33].

The 3-x method is often used for measuring ther-

mal conductivity of thin films such as CNT films.

This method was adapted to measurements of ther-

mal conductivity of CNTs and first used by Choi et al.

[32, 34]. They conducted the research using two-point

measurements for a single MWCNT (650 W/mK)

and compared them with the results for a MWCNT

covered with a layer of platinum (830 W/mK). In the

next publication, they determined the value of

Figure 3 Thermal conductivity calculated by mesoscopic

simulation for anisotropic networks of CNT. Reprinted with

permission from Volkov et al. [29]. Copyright (2010) by the

American Physical Society.

Figure 4 Schematic setup of 3 omega method (a) [34] and

electronic circuit of the experimental setup (b) [102]. Reprinted

with permission from Choi et al. Copyright (2006) American

Chemical Society. Reprinted from Yamane et al. with the

permission of AIP Publishing.
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thermal conductivity for a single MWCNT using

four-point 3-x measurement. The value of conduc-

tivity was k = 300 ± 20 W/mK. It is one order of

magnitude lower than in the theoretical deliberations

for individual SWCNTs, which the authors explained

through intertube dispersion of phonons and non-

harmonic Umklapp’s scattering, which is the main

mechanism of scattering in MWCNTs at room tem-

perature. That paper provided the guidelines for

other scientists to use this method to measure CNT

films.

Steady-state method

The steady-state thermal characterization technique,

shown in Fig. 6a, consists of measuring the drop

across temperature of samples placed between a

heater and a heat sink [40, 41]. The method is based

on the definition that thermal conductivity is the

thermal energy transmitted through a sample of the

length of L and depends on cross section A, tem-

perature difference (hot and cold end) in the steady

state of heat transmission and is described using

Formula (3):

k ¼ QL

ADT
ð3Þ

where Q is the amount of thermal energy flowing

through a sample which is described by equation

Q = p-Qloss where p is the applied heating power

and Qloss is the parasitic heat loss due to radiation,

conduction and convection to the ambient. L and

A are parameters of the sample: length and cross-

sectional area, and DT is the temperature difference

between the temperature sensors.

The measurement is relatively straightforward [42],

but a lot of effort must be exercised to minimize heat

loss. The heat loss effect through radiation, heat

conducted through the thermocouple and heater lead

wires as well as the impact of thermal properties of

the gas surrounding the sample (heat conduction and

convection) affect the measurement error of sample

thermal conductivity. What also counts is the ther-

mocouple measurement sensitivity when determin-

ing DT along the sample. That is why, it is necessary

to provide a vacuum for the measurement in order to

limit the impact of heat conduction and convection

losses and to apply shielding in order to limit radia-

tion losses.

Due to the relatively easy measurement, several

variations of that method were developed, such as

the parallel thermal conductance and steady-state

method with IR thermometer. That group of methods

also includes the comparative method.

Parallel thermal conductance (PTC) is a 1D steady-

state measurement method different from the classic

1D steady-state method. Conductance is higher in the

background than in the sample itself and has to be

determined accurately and subtracted.

The method is particularly useful for the samples

which are not rigid enough to support the heaters

and the thermometer, so it may be successfully

applied mainly to measurements of certain CNT

yarns [43, 44], but also CNT sheets [45, 46]. Figure 6b

Figure 5 Schematic of the experimental set in 3-x methods.

Created based on Hu et al. [33].

Figure 6 Scheme of steady-state a and PTC b measurement

setups. Created based on Zhao et al. [103].
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provides a schematic presentation of the measure-

ment setup in the PTC method.

The disadvantages of that method include the fact

that the samples measured have to be relatively

large—the length of ca. 80 mm is required for films or

yarns. One of the advantages is that one may measure

elastic samples without the rigidity required by the

classic steady-state method.

Steady-state method with IR thermometer

Another variant of the steady-state method differs

from the original one with the manner of recording

the sample temperature distribution while alternat-

ing current of specific amperage flows through the

sample. Instead of the classic thermocouples to

measure the value of DT, the changes in temperature

of the sample as a function of its length may be

recorded using an IR thermometer [47, 48] or IR

microscope [49]. Then, proper calculations are made

on the basis of the results obtained, and the value of

thermal conductivity is determined. The method was

applied by Zhang [47], Wang [48] and Liu [49].

Figure 7 provides a schematic presentation of the

measurement setup. A CNT bundle or cut film is

placed, using silver paste, on the electrodes (copper

[48, 49] or aluminum [47]). The whole measurement

setup is placed on an insulating substrate (wooden

[47], plastic [49] or glass [48]). The measurements are

taken in a vacuum chamber in order to reduce the

impact of the ambient environment.

The measurements provided a distribution of

temperatures on the whole length of the sample, with

the highest temperature Tm in the middle of the

sample. Knowing the values of applied voltage and

resistance as well as the physical parameters of the

sample, the value of thermal conductivity may be

calculated using Formula 4 [48].

k ¼ U � I � 1=2l
4wtðTm � ToÞ

ð4Þ

where U is the voltage, l is the current, w and t are the

length, width and thickness of the sample, and To is

the temperature in which the measurement is taken—

usually 300 K.

Comparative method

Thermal conductivity measurement using the com-

parative method consists of measuring the decreases

in temperature on a rod for which the conductivity to

temperature relationship is known, and on a sample.

In order to make the measurement, the sample of

specific dimensions is placed in a series using a rod

(made of reference material) with a temperature

sensor, as presented in Fig. 8. A heater heats the hot

end up and generates a heat flow through the sample

and rod made of reference material to the cold end.

Thermal conductivity may be calculated on the basis

of the values of temperature in along the sample and

rod while heating. The whole setup is calibrated on

the basis of the standards with known temperature-

dependent thermal conductivity necessary for calcu-

lating the thermal conductivity of the sample,

described with Formula 5 [41].

k ¼ kr
DTr

DTs

Dzs
Dzr

ð5Þ

where k and kr are the thermal conductivity of the

sample and reference material, DTs and DTr are the

temperature difference in the sample and in the ref-

erence material, Dzs and Dzr are the sensor distance in
the sample and in the reference material.

Hot-disk method

The transient planar source technique also called the

hot-disk technique is proper for measurements of

thermal conductivity of thin samples, such as CNT

films. In this method, an insulated sensor is located

between two identical parts of a sample, and it con-

stitutes a heat source and a thermometer at the same

time. Thermal conductivity is described by

Formula 6.

DT

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

tma
r2

r

¼ P

p3=2rK
D sð Þ ð6Þ

where a is thermal diffusivity, tm is transient mea-

surement time, r is radius of the sensor, P is input

heating power and D(s) is a Bessel function [8]. The

time and the input power are selected so that the heat

flow is within the boundaries of the sample and so

that the outer boundaries of the sample are not

affected by the increase in temperature of the sensor.
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Non-contact methods

Frequency-domain technique

The frequency-domain technique is a group of mea-

surement techniques including according to Abad

et al. [54], among others, laser flash analysis, ther-

moreflectance method and photothermal technique.

All the variations of that method are based on heating

up a sample using a laser beam of modulated fre-

quency and registering the thermal waves and peri-

odic temperature distribution. Additionally, this

method depends on the relationship between the

thermal diffusivity and modulation frequency of the

laser as described by Formula 7.

l ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi

a
pf

r

ð7Þ

where l is a thermal penetration depth, a is a thermal

diffusivity and f is a modulation frequency.

Laser flash analysis (LFA), also called laser flash

method, was described for the first time by Parker

et al. [50]. That method allows determination of the

thermal diffusivity of the material. The measurement

consists of irradiating one side of the sample using a

flash lamp, usually xenon lamp, while at the same

time measuring the change in temperature on the

other side of the sample using an IR detector. The

measurement setup is presented in Fig. 9.

The temperature of the backside over time is plot-

ted. The value of thermal diffusivity is usually

determined by fitting the data to different models

taking into account the boundary conditions of the

measurement setup.

This method is described using the following

Formula 8.

a0:5 ¼
1:37l2

p2t0:5
ð8Þ

where t0.5 is the time in which the rear of the sample

reaches half-maximum in its rise in temperature,

Figure 7 Scheme of steady-

state measurements setup with

IR thermometer. Reprinted

with permission from Zhang

et al. [47] Copyright (2012)

American Chemical Society.

Figure 8 Scheme of measurement comparative method setup.

Created based on Brütting et al. [104].
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a0.5—the calculated thermal diffusivity using t0.5, and

l—sample thickness.

The equation is based on the following

assumptions:

1. heat flow is one-dimensional;

2. absorption of energy is instantaneous, because

the pulse width of the incident laser is negligible

in comparison with the characteristic transit

duration of the heat flux through the sample,

3. the laser does not penetrate inside the sample,

4. measured parameters (a and Cp) are highly

temperature-dependent,

5. sample surfaces have negligible heat losses.

The thermoreflectance method (also called phase-sen-

sitive transient thermoreflectance technique PSTTR)

was described for the first time by Ohsone et al. [51]

for solid samples. This method consists of irradiation

of a sample on a surface with a high-power laser

which causes periodical temperature oscillations.

Another laser, of smaller power, irradiates the sample

directly. The intensity of the reflected signal and its

phase depend on the thermal properties of the sam-

ple and may be applied to determine those proper-

ties, including the thermal conductivity and thermal

contact conductance of the material. Figure 10 pre-

sents the diagram of the experimental array of

PSTTR.

The samples for measuring thermal conductivity

using PSTTR are prepared by deposition of a verti-

cally aligned CNT on a silicon wafer using the CVD

method and then by covering the sample with a top

surface.

In that method, in order to be able to measure a

sample, it is necessary to prepare the measurement

set very carefully. For that reason, that method is

effectively used for assessing thermal conductivity of

arrays containing a CNT layer which may be poten-

tially applied as TIM, because by measuring the

system, we learn of its total characteristics, and not

only those of the carbon layer.

The technique was also used by Tong et al. [52, 53].

They conducted measurements for three samples of

MWCNT array obtained on a silicon wafer during

CVD synthesis, using ethylene as precursor accom-

panied by a Fe catalyst. In their study, using a series

of differently prepared samples, they verified how

the top surface affects the resulting thermal conduc-

tivity values. The first samples were prepared with-

out top surface, and the heating laser was absorbed

directly at the top surface of MWCNT. The second

sample was obtained with top surface made from

glass plate, and the last one included surface made

from indium layer which thermally welded

MWCNTs on the glass. It was observed that the value

of thermal conductivity without the top-surface layer

(244 W/mK) is lower than in the case of arrays with

that layer (265 W/mK and 267 W/mK). Addition-

ally, the type of layer has small impact on

conductivity.

Panzer et al. [54] conducted measurements of the

Al/Pd/CNT/SiO2/Si array. They obtained modest

values of k for CNT (ca. 8 W/mK). They explained it

by presenting a model of heat transportation in an

array with vertically aligned CNT on Si wafers cov-

ered top surface (Fig. 11). They also suggested a

simple geometric model for the incomplete CNT–

Figure 9 Scheme of LFA measurements setup. Reprinted from

An et al. [105] with permission from Elsevier.

Figure 10 PSTTR measurement array diagram. Created based on

Panzer et al. [54].
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metal thermal contact. Taking into account different

lengths of CNTs and roughness of the film, it may be

found that only some CNTs take effective part in heat

transportation, while at the same time providing

resistance for the remaining nanotubes.

The conducted study demonstrated that the ther-

moreflectance method is effective for measuring

conductivity of layered arrays containing carbon

nanotubes, but in order to obtain credible results, the

measurement array would have to be prepared cor-

rectly. Table 2 summarizes thermal conductivity

measurement by thermoreflectance method.

The photothermal technique was suggested by Wang

et al. [58] for thermal analysis of samples of highly

aligned MWCNTs. A correctly prepared sample

allows to determine the thermal conductivity of a

CNT layer, as well as to determine the thermal con-

tact resistance between the CNT and the substrate. A

sample analyzed during measurement consists of

three layers. A thin film of Cr on silicon and then

vaMWCNT is placed on it. The substrate is a silicon

wafer, because of its weak absorption of the IR laser

beam and because it is transparent for thermal radi-

ation of the Cr layer. The structure of the sample is

presented in Fig. 12. The sample set was irradiated

from the backside (from the silicon wafer side) and

the beam caused direct heating of the Cr layer and

induced temperature variation at the Cr surface. Heat

conduction along the CNT is closely correlated to

temperature changes which are sensitive to the

thermal radiation measured. The measured value of

thermal conductivity along the axial direction of

vaMWCNTs amounted to 0.145 W/mK for the whole

film and 27.3 W/mK for an individual nanotube in

that film [58].

Raman spectroscopy

For the first time Raman spectroscopy was used for

measurement of thermal conductivity of materials (in

this case a porous silicon) by Perichon et al. [60]. The

irradiated material has capacity for elastic or inelastic

scattering. If the energy of the reflected light is lower,

it is called Stokes Raman scattering, and if higher—

anti-Stokes Raman scattering, and the given shifts are

characteristic for the given type of material. The

surface temperature in the place heated with laser

may be measured in one of two ways: first by

examining the Stokes shift as a function of tempera-

ture and second by examining the ratio of intensity of

Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks, but these are more

difficult to measure.

As Stokes peaks and anti-Stokes peaks are typical

for the given measurement, by analyzing their shifts,

it is possible to determine the change in temperature

of the sample surface and use that data for deter-

mining the value of thermal conductivity on the basis

of the following relationship (Formula 9) [61]:

k ¼ A � P
lðTRaman � Tsin kÞ

ð9Þ

where A is a cross section of the sample, l is length of

the sample, P is the power of laser, TRaman is the

measured temperature and Tsink is the temperature of

heat sink.

In the case of analysis of CNT samples, a promi-

nent peak was observed at ca. 1590 cm-1 at room

Figure 11 Diagram of

thermal conductivity via

layered samples of metallized

CNT. Created based on Panzer

et al. [54].
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temperature, the so-called G-band. That signal

appears in all the carbon materials, which contain sp2

bonds. For SWCNTs, the G-band can be in fact

deconvoluted into multiple individual peaks. In a

Raman spectrum of CNTs, G? and G- signals can be

observed, but the intensity of G? is much higher than

that of G- and so that signal is used for analyzing the

spectrum. Figure 13 presents a spectrum with

marked G? peak and its visible shift with tempera-

ture for a CNT sample [62].

The samples are usually measured in a ther-

mostated vacuum chamber. Such conditions provide

limited heat dissipation, so the laser energy is mainly

used for local heating of the sample. By decreasing

the laser power, the local temperature of the sample

is changed. The main advantages of that method

include the fact that the measurement is contactless; it

does not damage the sample and does not require

special preparation. Additionally, that technique

provides submicron resolution, so it is good for

measuring nanostructures.

The first attempts to measure thermal conductivity

of CNTs using Raman spectroscopy were performed

Table 2 Thermal conductivity of layered arrays with layer of CNTs

Sample Method of synthesis Additional information K (W/mK) Year References

The thermoreflectance method

MWCNT cCVD-Nicat-Si Ltube = 12 (lm) 13–17 2002 [55]

Ltube = 25 (lm) 12–16.5

Ltube = 40 (lm) 13–17

Ltube = 46 (lm) 14–17

MWCNT film t CVD CNT/Si 244 2006

2007

[53]

SiO2/CNT/Si 265

SiO2/In/CNT/Si 267

Metalized Pd vaSWCNT cCVD-Fecat Ltube = 28 (lm) [ 8 2008 [54]

vaCNT film cCVD Co/Mo/Ti/Cucat/CNT 3.9 2013 [56]

cCVD Co/Al/Mo/Cucat/CNT 4.0 2015

vaCNT film CVD Si/Al2O3/CNT 11.9–28.3 2018 [57]

The photothermal technique

MWCNT array CVD Si/Cr/CNT 0.145 2005 [58]

vaCNT peCVD Si/Ni/CNT 40.1 2006 [59]

Figure 12 Schematic of sample-laser beam relation in

photothermal technique. Reprinted from Wang et al. [58], with

the permission of AIP Publishing.

Figure 13 Raman spectra of CNTwith shifted G? peak. Adapted

from Sahoo et al. [62]. Reprinted with permission. Copyright

(2014) American Chemical Society.
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by Li et al. [63], who used it for measurement of

thermal properties of an individual SWCNT and

MWCNT and obtained 2400 and 1400 W/mK,

respectively.

Bolometric technique

The bolometric technique for thermal property mea-

surements of thin (\ 100 nm), semitransparent

SWCNT films of nanogram mass was used by Itkis

et al. [64]. IR radiation was used as a heating source

and generated a triangular temperature profile along

the SWCNT sample. In this method, a sample is also

a thermometer. The sample is suspended across the

opening sapphire ring using Ag paste which pro-

vides efficient heat sink. The set is placed in a cryo-

static chamber under the pressure of\ 0.1 mTorr. A

bolometer is used to measure the photoresponse of

the sample to IR radiation. The thermal conductivity

in that method is described with Formula 10:

k ¼ Pabs

DT
� L

8A
ð10Þ

where Pabs is the power of the absorbed IR radiation,

L is the length and A is the cross-sectional area of the

SWCNT film.

Thermal conductivity of CNT networks

Impact of general characteristics of CNT ensembles The

comprehensive research conducted by Aliev et al. [35,

36] had significant effect on understanding the

impact of structure and ordering of nanotubes in

materials. They used the 3-x technique to conduct

measurements for MWCNT sheets of different length

of samples at different temperatures and different

number of layers [35] and for various CNT sets [36]—

single MWCNTs, bundled MWCNTs and aligned

and freestanding MWCNT sheets. Figure 14a pre-

sents the results for three types of samples of

MWCNT sheets of different lengths: 7.6 mm, 5.4 mm

and 0.37 mm which were marked with red, green

and blue open dots, respectively. The experiment

results demonstrated that up to 150 K, the length of

MWCNT sheets is of no significance for the value of

thermal conductivity, which is probably caused by a

large reduction in radiation. Above 150 K, it was

observed that conductivity values are higher for

much longer samples than for short samples (Fig. 6a).

They also measured the value of conductivity along

and across the obtained film of the length of 0.37 mm

at the temperature of 295 K and were provided with

the values at the level of 50 W/mK and 2.1 W/mK,

respectively. In the multilayer systems, they observed

deterioration in thermal conductivity as a result of a

rise in the number of layers, which is presented in

Fig. 14b [35]. They explained the low value of ther-

mal conductivity for MWCNT sheets with two fac-

tors: internal defects of the respective nanotubes and

phonon boundary scattering in bundles forming the

basis for MWCNT sheets.

In their next paper, they concentrated on the sys-

tems containing differently oriented MWCNTs—sin-

gle, bundled and sheets. Additionally, they proposed

a model of heat flow through a tube–tube interface.

When two nanotubes are at the distance of van der

Waals forces, heat is transferred from the outermost

shell of CNT 1 to the outermost shell of CNT 2, along

the CNT2, and then onto CNT 3 and so forth. This

concept was graphically depicted in the study by Qiu

et al. [37]. Figure 15a presents the schematic of heat

transfer between shells of neighboring nanotubes,

and Fig. 15b shows the thermal resistance network in

the forms of electrically equivalent circuits of

resistors.

It suggested that MWCNTs are better than

SWCNTs for thermal conductivity, because the

increase in diameter of nanotubes is accompanied by

more optical phonon modes which may be subject to

excitation and contribute to thermal conductivity. In

the case of appearance of a defect in the SWCNT

structure, its impact on conductivity properties is

much stronger than in the case of MWCNTs. This

results from the fact that in MWCNTs, the neigh-

boring shell could create new additional channels for

phonons, which is impossible in SWCNT.

In their research [36], they obtained the following

values of thermal conductivity for a single MWCNT,

bundled MWCNTs and MWCNT film: 600, 150 and

50 W/mK, respectively. Low thermal conductivity

may be explained by low structural quality of

MWCNTs obtained through CVD. Through experi-

ments, they proved that bundling decreases thermal

conductivity. Additionally, the thermal conductivity

of a CNT bundle and CNT film is much lower than

that of a single nanotube, which results from much

poorer energy transfer between the tubes which, in

turn, results from the small connecting surface areas

of cylindrical tubes and poor transfer of phonons.

Also, they calculated that the best thermal
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conductivity in long CNT bundles appears when

single nanotubes overlap at only 2–3%.

The thermal properties of nanotubes are highly

affected by synthesis parameters. The process of

synthesis impacts the type (SWCNT, DWCNT or

MWCNT), the number of defects in the crystalline

network as well as the contaminants present in the

material. The research into the impact of synthesis

conditions and contaminants on thermal properties

of CNT films were conducted by Ivanov et al. [65]

and Gspann et al. [46]. They stated that synthesis

conditions may be used to control the physical

parameters of nanotubes and the degree of crys-

tallinity and to reduce the amount of contaminants in

the film which have a negative impact on thermal

and electrical conductivity, because they disrupt

contact between bundles.

Figure 14 Thermal conductivity of CNT sheets depends on length (a) and number of layers (b). Reprinted from Aliev et al. [35], with

permission from Elsevier.

Figure 15 Scheme of phonon transport between neighboring nanotubes. Reprinted from Qiu et al. [37] with permission from Nature

Research Journal.
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The thermal conductivity of nanotubes is also

affected by the presence of other nanotubes in their

close vicinity. The conducted experimental research

confirms the theoretical calculations described above

(part 3). In the case of CNTs, an increase in bundle

size decreases thermal conductivity [66]. This results

from increased scattering rate with neighboring

CNTs. What is more, research was conducted that

demonstrated that a CNT bundle is characterized by

higher values of thermal conductivity than films,

which results from the fact that in bundles, nanotubes

are mainly parallel, while in films there additionally

appears the crossbar structure which has a negative

impact on the conductivity of phonons.

Yoshida et al. [67] conducted the research into the

impact of stacking several films and into changes in

anisotropic properties of such systems. They noticed

that an increase in the number of films causes a

reduction in anisotropy and an increase in thermal

conductivity.

Table 3 lists the measurement results for various

systems based on CNTs.

Impact of temperature

Various methods are commonly applied to measure

the impact of temperature on thermal conductivity.

Some are more suitable for measurements at lower

temperatures—below 275 K, such as comparative

methods and PTC. Others, because of the measure-

ment method, e.g., the need to irradiate a sample

with laser, work better in measurements of thermal

conductivity at the temperatures above room tem-

perature. These include LFA and conductivity mea-

surement using Raman spectroscopy.

In order to properly understand the impact of

temperature on thermal conductivity of carbon nan-

otube networks, a single nanotube should be exam-

ined first. In the lowest temperature ranges close to

absolute zero, thermal conductivity increases linearly

with increase in temperature and the heat transport is

ballistic [70]. With further increase in temperature,

thermal conductivity starts to be mediated by addi-

tional phonon modes and thermal conductivity rises

until reaching the maximum value (which is often

close to room temperature [6, 22]). Then, the increase

in temperature causes domination of photon scatter-

ing processes [10], which reduce thermal

conductivity.

Literature has numerous references for research

into thermal conductivity of various CNT networks:

films, buckypapers or bundled CNTs in the function

of temperature. The research conducted by Hone

et al, Gonnet et al. and Pöhls et al. has demonstrated

that the films obtained from CNTs demonstrate an

increase in thermal conductivity together with an

increase in temperature, between near 0 K and about

room temperature, which might have been expected

from examination of changes in thermal conductivity

for a single nanotube. Hone et al. [12] were the first

researchers to determine the relationship between

thermal conductivity and temperature for high-pu-

rity mats of tangled single-walled carbon nanotubes.

They noted that the thermal conductivity smoothly

decreased from 210 to near 0 W/mK with decreasing

temperature in the range from 350 K to below 40 K,

respectively.

The second group of research found in the litera-

ture includes measurements taken from room tem-

perature upward. Hu et al. [33] conducted research

for a vaCNT layer at two different temperatures

using the 3-x method. They observed a rise in ther-

mal conductivity from 74 W/mK (for room temper-

ature) to 83 W/mK (for the temperature of 323 K).

In a subsequent study, Zhang et al. [71] analyzed

the change in the value of thermal conductivity at

different temperatures of the bulk MWCNTs

annealed at 1600 �C. They observed that the maxi-

mum peak occurred at the temperature of 900 K

when the value of thermal conductivity was 4.9 W/

mK, while above that temperature the conductivity

began to decrease.

Examinations of thermal conductivity of SWCNT

film and determination of the temperature for which

it reaches the maximum value were performed by

Duzynska and Zdrojek et al. [72–74]. They obtained

an SWCNT film and then examined the impact of

elevated temperature on changes in thermal con-

ductivity using Raman spectroscopy. It follows from

their research that thermal conductivity decreased

from 26.4 to 9.2 W/mK in the temperature range

from 300 to 450 K. Additionally, they observed a

plateau from the level of 410 K. They explained a

decrease in conductivity value in an SWCNT film by

increasing higher-order phonon scattering processes

with rise in temperature. Table 4 lists the results of

the research of thermal conductivity in the function

of temperature available in the literature.
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Impact of density

Both specific density and packing density of CNTs in

a film have a significant impact on the value of

thermal conductivity of CNT networks. An increase

in thermal conductivity is associated with an increase

in the number of junctions, which facilitated heat

transport within the sample. The literature demon-

strates various methods of increasing density of the

systems made up of CNTs. The first one consists in

annealing a sample, thus increasing its ordering and

crystallinity (described in detail in the next subchapter).

Other methods consist in a mechanical increase in

packing of CNTs in a film, e.g., by pressing them

using different pressures. Table 5 lists the results of

the research of thermal conductivity correlated with

density of samples.

Prasher et al. [26, 79] researched the impact of

density in buckypaper systems, where SWCNTs are

randomly oriented. On the basis of Formula (1), they

used mathematical simulation to determine the the-

oretical value for their materials. Also, they observed

it was one order of magnitude higher than the

experimental results presented in Table 5.

Zhang et al. [47] examined the impact of density of

CNT packing in buckypapers on the value of thermal

conductivity. In their work, they used different

pressures in the range of 20 to 30 MPa in order to

press the sample. The density of samples was in the

range of 0.8 to 1.39 g/cm3. The authors emphasized

that the highest value of density of the sample packed

Table 3 Impact of general characteristics of CNT ensembles

Impact of characteristic

Type of CNT Method of

synthesis

Method of

measurement

Additional

information

K (W/

mK)

Year References

MWCNT sheet (L = 0.37 mm) cCVD 3-x method 295 K/parallel 50 2007 [35]

MWCNT sheet 295 K/

perpendicular

2.1

MWCNT yarn 295 K 26

MWCNT sheet (L = 7.6 mm) 275 K 650

MWCNT sheet (L = 5.4 mm) 295 K 310

Individual MWCNT pCVD 275 K 600 2010 [36]

Bundled MWCNT 275 K 150

MWCNT sheet 275 K 50

CNT buckypapers CVD Steady state Diameter[ 30 0.46 2012 [68]

CNT buckypaper impregnated with

silicon oil

1.09

CNT film CVD methane

C:Fe 1900

PTC method In-plane 300 K 110 2017 [46]

CVD toluene

C:Fe 400

67

CVD n-butanol

C:Fe 800

30

CVD n-butanol

C:Fe 1450

7

Hybrid film SWCNT ? MWCNT CVD LFA 8.3 2007 [69]

SWCNT Aerosol CVD Raman spectroscopy 1-layer 25.4 2017 [67]

2-layers 50.5

3-layers 64.0

SWCNT CVD Steady state Isolated 4500 2018 [66]

4-CNT bundle 1800

8-CNT bundle 280

13-CNT bundle 180
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at the highest pressure is very similar ‘‘to the ultimate

density 1.58 of ideal buckypapers—calculated by a

simple hexagonal close packing model.’’ The con-

ductivity was measured using steady-state methods,

and an increase from 472 to 766 W/mK was

observed. The research confirmed that thermal con-

ductivity increases with increasing density, which

results from higher packing of CNTs in a sample

which, in turn, results in more readily reached ther-

mal percolation.

The steady-state method was also used by Pöhls

et al. [45] to examine the CNT obtained using CVD

water-assisted method. The thermal conductivity of

that sample amounted to 3.0 W/mK at room

Table 4 Impact of temperature to the thermal conductivity of CNT networks

Impact of temperature to the thermal conductivity of CNT networks

Type of CNT Method of

synthesis

Method of measurement Temperature of

measurement

K (W/

mK)

Year References

Bulk SWCNT

Aligned by filtration and high magnetic field

nd Comparative method

measured in alignment

direction

50 K 10 1999

2000

2002

[12]

[75, 76]100 K 55

150 K 110

200 K 150

250 K 190

300 K 210

vaCNTs layer pCVD 3-x method 295 K 74 2006 [33]

323 K 83

SWCNTs mats nd Comparative method 150 K 15 2006 [77]

225 K 28.5

300 K 42

SWCNTs mats aligned under 17.3 T 150 K 4

225 K 12

275 K 20

SWCNT randomly oriented mats 150 K 6

225 K 12.5

300 K 18

MWCNT CVD/

SPS1600/

5 min

LFA 300 K 2.8 2007 [71]

600 K 4.3

900 K 4.9

1000 K 4.6

CNT array Commercial LFA 300 K 60 2007 [78]

400 K 100

3 CNT sheet with different widths: 0.6, 0.8

and 0.9 mm and length 4.2 mm (mix)

Water-

assisted

CVD

PTC 50 K 0.5 2012 [45]

100 K 1.1

200 K 1.75

250 K 2.25

300 K 2.54

CNT sheet 3.6 mm width and 4.2 mm

length

50 K 0.45

100 K 0.8

200 K 1.4

250 K 1.8

300 K 2.25

SWCNT film Commercial Raman spectroscopy 300 26.4 2015 [73]

340 18

380 13.5

410 9.2
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temperature. The authors associated the low value of

conductivity with low mass density.

Itkis et al. [64] applied the bolometric method to

determine the impact of the method of film prepa-

ration on the thermal properties of the final product.

They obtained two types of CNT films. The first one

was produced as a result of nanotube self-organiza-

tion on a stainless-steel grid using the electric arc

discharge process. (The name of the sample was

aSWCNT film.) In the second method, they obtained

a film using vacuum filtration from SWCNT disper-

sion. (The sample name was pSWCNT.) As for the

method of preparation, the first film demonstrated

lower packing density than the second one. The

thickness of the aSWCNT and pSWCNT samples was

35 and 100 nm, and the thermal conductivity values

were 75 and 30 W/mK. In both films, a monotonic

increase in thermal conductivity with temperature

was observed. In the case of the aSWCNT film net-

work, junctions were characterized with weaker

contact than in pSWCNT, so thermal conductivity

was lower.

Kong et al. [31, 39] analyzed a three-dimensional

carbon nanotube network composed of vaCNTs

bridged with randomly oriented secondary CNTs.

This 3D structure was obtained with a two-step

process. First, primary vaCNTs were created, and

then, Ni particles were deposited on these CNTs. Ni

particles acted as a catalyst and initiated the creation

of secondary CNTs in the subsequent synthesis. In

their research, they determined the impact of the

network structure on the value of thermal conduc-

tivity using the freestanding sensor-based 3-x tech-

nique. As a result of development of secondary CNTs

for the 3D system of the array density of

5.6 9 108 CNT/cm2, thermal conductivity improved

by over 55% from 9.3 to 19.8 W/mK. However, when

the array density increased over 7.2 9 108 CNT/cm2,

the presence of secondary CNTs deteriorated thermal

conductivity in comparison with the primary CNT

array. This phenomenon was explained by increased

density of defects and too large tube–tube.

Impact of annealing

The process of obtaining and purifying CNTs has a

significant effect on their properties. One of the main

factors impacting these properties is the process of

Table 5 Impact of density

Type of CNT Method of synthesis Method of

measurement

Additional

information

K (W/

mK)

Year References

1–2 nm SWCNT random array

film

nd Steady-state

method

p = 20 (psi)a 0.155 2009 [26, 79]

p = 50 (psi)a 0.175

p = 90 (psi)a 0.194

\ 8 nm MWCNT random

array film

nd p = 20 (psi)a 0.154

p = 50 (psi)a 0.171

p = 90 (psi)a 0.195

60–100 nm MWCNT random

array film

p = 20 (psi)a 0.134

p = 50 (psi)a 0.154

p = 90 (psi)a 0.170

Aligned buckypapers CNT CVD ? pressed with different

pressures

d = 0.8 (g/cm3) 472 2012 [47]

d = 0.85 (g/cm3) 525

d = 1.1 (g/cm3) 600

d = 1.39 (g/cm3) 766

Primary CNT array (vaCNTs

film)

pCVD 3-x method Tm = 295 K 9.3 2018 [31]

Secondary CNT array (3D

network)

Tm = 295 K 19.8

vaCNT (out-of-plane) CVD – 17.9 2018 [39]

3dCNT – 21.5

aCompression pressure
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annealing of the final product, because it eliminates

contaminants from the material, affects the internal

ordering thereof and decreases the number of defects

in the structure and, additionally, changes density,

the effect of which was described above. The research

conducted by Hone et al. [18, 75], Lin et al. [80] and

Zhang et al. [71, 81] demonstrates the positive impact

of annealing on thermal conductivity of CNTs.

Hone et al. [18, 75] obtained a film from the

SWCNT which were aligned in the magnetic field

and subjected to vacuum annealing at 1200 �C. This
film was compared with an unannealed film. They

explained the improvement in thermal conductivity

by removal from CNTs of acidic contaminants which

changed the conduction mechanism.

Using LFA, Lin et al. [80] demonstrated that the

low value of defects in single nanotubes causes

increased thermal conductivity and that the anneal-

ing process affects the degree of ordering and the

decrease in the number of defects present. Addi-

tionally, they found that CNT bundles have lower

value of thermal conductivity, because the tube–tube

interactions reduce the effective thermal conductivity

of an individual CNT.

In other works, Zhang et al. [71, 81] described bulk

MWCNTs obtained using CVD method through

decomposition of propylene and hydrogen on Ni

catalyst. After purifying, the nanotubes obtained

were subject to annealing at various temperatures

(1600 �C, 1800 �C, 2000 �C). They analyzed [81] the

change in the structure of bulk MWCNTs after

annealing and found that the higher the annealing

temperature, the higher the density, up to 1.45 g/cm3

for the temperature of 2000 �C. The measurements of

the thermal properties of disk-shaped MWCNT

samples demonstrated that an increase in annealing

temperature, i.e., in density, caused an increase in the

value of thermal conductivity from 2.8 to 4.2 W/mK

and thermal diffusivity. The impact of annealing on a

change in internal ordering and on an increase in

density of CNTs in the networks, as well as its rela-

tionship with an increase in thermal conductivity,

was also presented by Yang et al. [82] and Ivanov

et al. [65]. Yang et al. [82] obtained buckypapers from

MWCNTs synthesized using the CVD method in the

presence of an Fe catalyst. Then, they sintered the

buckypapers under different temperatures between

500 and 1500 �C in a vacuum. They observed that the

thermal conductivity value of buckypapers differs

with the increase in sintering temperature from 1.5 to

10.5 W/mK. In their study, Ivanov et al. [65] recor-

ded an increase in thermal conductivity up to 400%

for vaCNT after annealing it at 2800 �C, which once

again demonstrates how important it is to avoid

defects in the material.

The results of the above-mentioned studies are

presented in Table 6.

Impact of direction of measurement and alignment

The direction of measurement with regard to the

direction of CNTs in the sample is also significant,

because thermal conductivity takes place along

CNTs, and not across them. Some measurement

methods, such as LFA, are based on the approxima-

tion that heat flow is one-directional [80]. That

assumption was used by Lee et al. [8] in order to

measure cross-plane conductivity. In their works,

they also measured the in-plane thermal conductivity

using the hot-disk method. Similar research was

conducted by Misak et al. [83], but they conducted in-

plane measurements using LFA and out-of-plane

measurements using hot-disk method. That approach

to the deliberations on CNT thermal conductivity

demonstrated that, depending on the direction of

measurement, the values could be significantly dif-

ferent and that although a material was a conductor

in one direction, it could be borderline semiconduc-

tor/insulator in the other one. In both papers, the

authors showed that in-plane thermal conductivity is

significantly higher than out-plane thermal conduc-

tivity. The in-plane measurement was 25 W/mK [83]

and 150 W/mK [8], while out-of-plane thermal con-

ductivities have the same value in both papers:

0.1 W/mK.

The impact of the direction of measurement on the

value of thermal conductivity was also specified by

Qiu et al. They then measured the values of thermal

conductivity for all the three directions: x—plane

direction, y—across the sample and z—in the thick-

ness direction which amounted, respectively, to

127 W/mK, 42 W/mK and 4 W/mK. They also

suggested that haCNTs are ordered more perma-

nently than buckypaper or a CNT mat. Additionally,

they observed that the change in orientation of CNTs

from vertical to horizontal improves the thermal

conductivity in the plane and reduces the overall

thermal contact resistance for haCNT.

It follows from the above research that films made

of CNTs have the properties of anisotropic materials.
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The value of thermal conductivity along CNTs is

much higher, sometimes even by four orders of

magnitude, than in other directions. These delibera-

tions led to research into the impact of magnetic field

on ordering of CNTs in films and thus to improve-

ment of thermal conductivity of materials. Such

works were described by Fisher et al. [84] and Gonnet

et al. [77]. They used SWCNTs to obtain mats in the

magnetic field of the value of 7 and 26 T (Fisher’s

group) and 17.3 T (Gonnet’s group). Like before, they

demonstrated that the ordering of carbon nanotubes

using a magnetic field improves their thermal con-

ductivity significantly. The research results are listed

in Table 7.

CNTs in a film may also be ordered mechanically.

One such solution has been suggested by Wang et al.

[48] who obtained a sheet of buckypaper with aligned

CNTs using the so-called domino pushing method

which demonstrated good thermal conductivity of

153 W/mK (parallel) and 72 W/mK (cross direction).

For comparison, they also obtained a sample of

buckypapers with randomly oriented nanotubes—

the value of thermal conductivity was 81 W/mK.

They demonstrated that the ordering of nanotubes in

a plane increases the thermal conductivity in the

alignment direction.

Practical use of CNTs in thermal devices

For many years, CNTs have been considered for

application in many fields, such as microelectronics,

energy, automotive, coatings or composites. Taking

into account the significance of thermal properties of

carbon nanotubes, there are two main areas, in which

they can be applied: functional materials and elec-

tronic devices. The former include a thermal interface

material (TIM), the latter—thermoelectric devices. In

the former group, high thermal conductivity is

required, while in the latter—undesirable.

TIMs are materials applied between two inter-

faces—one that generates heat, like a microprocessor

or a photonic integrated circuit, and another one that

dissipates heat, such as a heat sink. Continuous and

good heat dissipation is necessary in that type of

devices, because it often protects expensive systems

from overheating and damage and extends their

lifespan. That is why it is necessary that a material

applied as a TIM has high thermal conductivity value

and effectively dissipates heat. Commercial TIMs are

mainly polymer-based materials with different fillers

or based on copper. Figure 16 presents the contact

area between two surfaces with and without TIMs. It

can be seen that TIMs increase the contact area and

limit the air gaps, the thermal conductivity ratio of

which is very poor—thus improving heat transmis-

sion in the unit. When characterizing materials, TIMs

are often described using the value of thermal resis-

tance instead of thermal conductivity. Formula 11 [5]

describes the relationship between thermal

Table 6 Impact of annealing on thermal conductivity

Impact of annealing on thermal conductivity

Type of CNT Method of synthesis Method of measurement Annealing conditions K (W/mK) Year References

CNT bulk CVD/Ni cat. LFA 1600 �C/3 min 2.8 2005 [81]

1800 �C/3 min 3.2

2000 �C/3 min 4.2

vaCNT films CVD LFA VANTA3 unannealed 3.0 2006 [65]

VANTA3 annealed at 2800 �C 15

VANTA4 unannealed 3.0

VANTA4 annealed at 2800 �C 10

CNT buckypapers Commercial CNT Steady-state method Unannealed 1.5 2010 [82]

900 �C 4.5

1200 �C 7.0

1500 �C 10.5
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resistance, value of thermal conductivity and thick-

ness of the TIM material.

HTIM ¼ BLT

kTIM
þHc1 þHc2

m2K

W

� �

ð11Þ

where HTIM is the total thermal resistance of TIM, kTM
is a thermal conductivity of TIM, BLT is a bond line

thickness contact resistance of TIM, and Hc1 and Hc2

are contact resistance of the TIM with two bonding

surfaces.

CNTs have been suggested for TIMs because of

their mechanical and thermal properties. It has been

observed that vaCNTs are perfect for that type of

application, because they provide maximum heat

conductivity, and thanks to the possibility to develop

them, for example, on a Si surface, the result is a

forest with a relatively significant packing density,

thus providing better heat transmission capacity.

Additionally, they are characterized by good chemi-

cal stability and low coefficient of thermal expansion

[85]. Another important thing is that their transverse

elastic modulus is low. In TIM units, nanotubes

operate under a load. Due to their appropriate

mechanical properties, they are flexible and adapt,

without atomic-level defects, to the surfaces between

which they are situated [86]. Figure 17 presents two

ways of obtaining TIMs with CNTs, with flexible

behavior of nanotubes under the applied force.

Additionally, Fig. 17b demonstrates the buckling of

CNTs.

The application of CNTs as TIMs was first sug-

gested by Fisher and Xu [87–89]—before that, CNTs

were considered as potential fillers but not as an

individual layer. They examined vaCNT on Si wafer

Table 7 Impact of direction of measurement and alignment

Impact of direction of measurement and aligned

Type of CNT Method of synthesis Method of

measurement

Additional

information

K (W/

mK)

Year References

vaCNT CVD 3-x method – 15 2016 [37]

haCNT-z axis ?shear pressing 4

haCNT-y axis 42

haCNT-x axis 127

7T-aligned SWCNT Pulse laser ablation Comparative

method

295 K 10 2003 [84]

26T-aligned SWCNT 295 K 60

SWCNTs mats aligned under 17.3 T

(parallel)

nd 150 K 15 2006 [77]

225 K 28.5

300 K 42

SWCNTs mats aligned under 17.3 T

(perpendicular)

150 K 4

225 K 12

275 K 20

SWCNT randomly oriented mats 150 K 6

225 K 12.5

300 K 18

Buckypaper CNT CVD ? ‘‘domino

pushing’’

Steady state d = 1.34 g/cm3

parallel

331 2008 [48]

Cross direction 72

Random buckypaper CNT CVD Parallel 81

Figure 16 Scheme of contact area between two surfaces with

TIM and without TIM. Created based on Razeeb et al. [5].
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coated with Ni or Al or Fe layer under 0.445 MPa.

The thermal conductivity values obtained by them

for the vaCNTs examined in TIM units were satis-

factory. It was observed that the main factor limiting

the effectiveness of CNT–TIMs in comparison with

the extraordinary thermal conductivity of a single

nanotube is high thermal resistance between the CNT

and the substrate, on which it is situated. In their

subsequent studies, they examined various units

with different substrate materials and different

coated layer materials. In the analyzed units, they

measured the value of effective thermal conductivity

to reach approximately 80 W/mK [87].

Further studies related to TIM materials mainly

consisted of introducing various modifications for the

purpose of improving heat transmission. Tong et al.

[52] suggested applying a layer of indium in order to

reduce the resistance between the CNT layer and the

surface layer. Kong et al. [39] suggested increasing

the thermal conductivity value of a CNT foil by

developing three-dimensional networks in order to

increase the thermal capacity in the TIM materials.

The results of that research were described in Part

4.1. The studies of application of vaCNTs as TIMs

were also conducted by Peacock et al. [90]. They

examined the impact of pressure and thickness of the

layer on thermal resistance. Moreover, Chen et al.

[57] used vaCNTs as TIMS for application in vibra-

tional devices such as piezoelectric transformers.

In the case of measurements of thermal values of

units that may be potentially applied as TIMs, the

techniques most commonly used are LFA [80],

thermoreflectance technique [53, 57] and steady-state

measurements [87]. More information on TIMs based

on CNTs may be found in the review articles of

Razeeb et al. [5], Hansson et al. [91], Prasher et al. [41]

and Cola et al. [92].

Another field, where the thermal properties of

CNTs are significant, is thermoelectric devices. These

devices have the ability to harvest electricity from

waste heat. Such an array consists of metal or semi-

conductor materials which convert gradient of tem-

perature into electrical voltage (Fig. 18). That

phenomenon results from Seebeck effect, and the

effectiveness of that type of materials is described

using Formula 12 [1].

g ¼ Th � Tc

Th

� �1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ ZT
p

Tc

Th
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ ZT
p ð12Þ

where Th and Tc are the hot-end and cold-end tem-

peratures of the sample, ZT is a figure of merit in the

application temperature and is described by

Formula 13:

ZT ¼ S2rT
k

ð13Þ

where S is Seebeck coefficient, k and r are thermal

and electrical conductivities, T is an absolute tem-

perature. As can be noted, in order for the device to

reach maximum capacity of processing waste thermal

energy into electricity, it must be characterized by a

high value of Seebeck coefficient and electrical con-

ductivity, while demonstrating the lowest possible

value of thermal conductivity.

Figure 17 Contact mechanism and deformation CNT during TIM preparation. Adapted from Cola et al. [92] with permission from

Elsevier.
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The main advantages of CNTs which make them

eagerly and effectively used as substrate materials for

doping for the purpose of adapting them to trans-

mission of an electric charge and in TE devices

include [4]:

1. Large and porous surface area, on which redox

particles may be adsorbed.

2. CNT films demonstrate morphological stability in

numerous solvents.

3. p-electron system is sensitive to the surface—

mediate redox reaction, and it is not necessary to

create covalent bonds to generate large swings in

the carrier density injected by physisorbed

molecules.

Avery et al. [93] were the first ones to conduct an

extensive and systematic examination of s-SWCNTs,

demonstrating the relationship between the band

gap, carrier density and diameter of CNTs on the

thermopower and power factor of semiconducting

SWCNTs.

They applied the first-principle density functional

theory to calculate the value of thermopower for

various CNTs. The results obtained for semicon-

ducting CNTs were much better than for the CNT of

metallic character. The best result of thermopower

1285 lV/K was obtained for a pure (7, 5) CNT film.

On the basis of the theoretical results obtained, they

conducted a series of experimental studies. They

obtained films based on the s-SWCNTs that were

practically completely cleaned of the metallic fraction

of nanotubes. It follows from the experimental

research that, for neat s-SWCNTs, the peak power

factors were approximately 340 lW/mK2 at the

optimum value of the electronic band gap of ca.

1.1–1.2 eV. They also observed that, depending on

diameter of nanotubes and on the method of doping,

it is possible to increase the value of electrical con-

ductivity and to decrease the value of thermal con-

ductivity, thus improving the figure of merit.

The published studies on the application of nan-

otubes as thermoelectric devices were mainly asso-

ciated with the possibility to improve the capacity of

that type of systems through modification of nan-

otubes, e.g., through doping with imidazoles [94],

diazonium salts [95], sodium- or potassium-crown

ether complex [96, 97], benzyl viologen or triethy-

loxonium hexachloroantimonate [93, 96, 98], encap-

sulated Co molecules [99] or C60 [95] into CNTs, and

others. More information on thermoelectric materials

based on CNTs and various modifications can be

found in the review articles by Blackburn et al. [4],

Chakraborty et al. [100], Yang et al. [1], Yamamoto

and Fukuyama [101].

Conclusion and future outlook

Carbon nanotube thermal conductivity may be mea-

sured using different methods. In our study, we

reviewed both contact and contactless methods and

analyzed how the change in material structure affects

the value of thermal conductivity, concentrating on

the arrays made of nanotubes such as films, bucky-

paper or bundled CNTs. Each method described has

its advantages and disadvantages, which are pre-

sented in Table 8.

Additionally, during the literature review we con-

centrated on various CNT films because, in our

opinion, they have the best application potential for

the future. The thermal conductivity values for vari-

ous types of films are different, and the values

Figure 18 Schematic of

thermoelectric generation

module. Adapted from Yang

et al. [1] with permission from

Wiley.
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between 0.1 W/mK and more than 700 W/mK are

assumed for experiments at room temperature.

Analysis of the publications on that subject allows

to determine the main factors which affect the value

of thermal conductivity of CNT films.

The first factor is the measurement temperature—if

it is increased, often the thermal conductivity of CNT

films also increases up to a certain limit.

The thermal conductivity value is also significantly

affected by the structure of CNTs within the film. The

conduction mechanism suggested by Aliev et al.

demonstrates that MWCNTs are better conductors

than SWCNTs, because the neighboring layers in the

former make up additional conduction paths. Addi-

tionally, the presence of defects in the CNT network

significantly affects conductivity. Both theoretical

calculations and experimental results demonstrated

that an increase in defects reduces the value of ther-

mal conductivity.

Table 8 Advantages and disadvantages of thermal conductance measurements method

Method Advantages Disadvantages

Mathematical

simulation

Low cost

For all types of systems of CNT

Determination of proper measurement assumptions is difficult

The more variables, the more difficult the calculations

Inaccuracy in modeling complex structures

The 3-x method Good for films and bulk materials

No need to know Cp or d

The sample may be destroyed by overvoltage

The exact dimensions of the sample must be provided

Signal intensity close to noise intensity

Steady state Easy to conduct

Good for rigid samples

The effects of measurement conditions on the obtained values

are significant—a vacuum chamber is necessary

Improper for powders or elastic samples

Sample dimensions need to be provided

Parallel thermal

conductance

Good for flexible samples and fibers

Easy to conduct

Possibility of measurements at different

temperatures

Improper for powders

The sample dimensions must be relatively significant and

specified exactly

The effects of measurement conditions on the obtained values

are significant—a vacuum chamber is necessary

Steady-state method

with IR thermometer

Easy detection of temperature changes

Proper for measurements of films and

buckypapers

The need to provide the exact sample dimensions

The impact of the environment on the sample has to be reduced

Comparative method Proper for films, mats, etc.

Possibility of measurements at different

temperatures

The need to know the temperature characteristics of the

reference material

Laser flash analysis Possible measurements at different

temperatures

Easy data reduction

Low measurement error

A small amount of energy will suffice to heat

the sample up

Needs superior quality vacuum environment in order to reduce

heat dissipation

Heat diffusion time needs to be taken into account in

calculations

The need to know the Cp and d

One direction of measurements

Complicated for thin films—significant precision in

determination of dimensions of samples is necessary

Thermoreflectance

method

Small amount of a sample will suffice

Good sensitivity to thermal interfaces and

conductivities of submicron thin films

Laborious sample preparation

Smooth surface is required

Complex experimental setup

Raman spectroscopy Noninvasive

Good for measurement of all types of CNTs

system

Submicron resolution

Cp and d not required

Significant inaccuracy of results—up to 20%

Knowledge of characteristics of the pump laser beam
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As for the films made up of CNTs, the additional

factors affecting thermal conductivity are network

order and density. The conducted tests demonstrated

that, regardless of the order of nanotubes within the

film—both mechanical operations, such as ‘‘domino

pushing’’ and alignment in magnetic field, set the

CNTs in one direction which improves thermal con-

ductivity in that direction. As for density, both 2D

films and 3D arrays demonstrated that an increase in

density to a certain level improves thermal conduc-

tivity, and after that level (typical for the given array)

is exceeded, conductivity starts to decrease. An

increase in density increases the possibility to

develop conduction paths, while at the same time

while at the same time high-density material pre-

pared this way may have elevated amount of defects,

which would have negative effect on the overall

thermal transport processes.

CNT films are anisotropic materials, so the direc-

tion of measurement plays a significant role in

determining the value of thermal conductivity. That

value is much higher along than across nanotubes.

That is why the value of thermal conductivity of CNT

arrays should be accompanied by information on the

plane in which the measurement was taken.

The last factors which are more dependent on the

measurement method are precision of measurements

and precision of sample preparation. In the case of

some methods, such as PSTTR, it is very significant

and slight deviations can bear a significant experi-

mental error.

Having analyzed the articles published so far, the

three main directions that should be examined in the

future were presented.

In the publications, we found no information on

experimental research into films made of nanotubes

of specific chirality, and only a description of math-

ematical simulations for those types of networks. We

are aware that today it is not easy to obtain the proper

amount of nanotubes of specific parameters for

preparing a film. However, if better methods of

separating nanotubes in terms of their chirality are

perfected, such research may provide interesting

results.

Another aspect that was often overlooked was

development and examination of films made of

DWCNTs. All the papers we analyzed addressed

research into films made of SWCNTs and MWCNTs.

It should be noted that the thermal transport mech-

anisms in films made of SWCNTs and MWCNTs are

different. As DWCNTs have not been examined, it

may occur that they constitute a sort of bridge

between these two types of nanotubes preserving the

advantages of SWCNTs, but simultaneously having

high stability and thermal conductivity of MWCNTs.

The last issue that should be addressed in the

future is improvement not only of the very structure

of nanotubes making up the film (e.g., through

elimination of defects or selection of one type), but

also of the contact between the surface materials, so

as to arrive at the best method of limiting the impact

of contact resistance in the network containing CNTs.

When these answers and solutions are provided, it

will be possible to design materials with CNTs with

greater precision for the given applications, which

could be very useful in many areas of the modern life.
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